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Computer simulations of a monolayer of like- harged parti les
ondensed on an oppositely- harged at area

E. Spohr, A. Trokhym huk, E. Sovyak, D. Henderson, D. T. Wasan

COMPUTER SIMULATIONS of a MONOLAYER of
LIKE-CHARGED PARTICLES CONDENSED on an
OPPOSITELY-CHARGED FLAT AREA
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A non-traditional approa h to the omputer simulation study of a
lass of quasi-two-dimensional Coulomb systems is presented. The essen e of
the approa h lies in exploiting the fa t that the harged on nement is of nite
dimensions. The main onsequen e of su h a niteness is a non-zero potential
gradient along the nite harged area that indu es a non-zero tangential omponent of the ele tri eld. A system of like- harged spheri al parti les on ned
by the planar surfa e that in ludes an oppositely harged squared area is onsidered as an example. We nd that the like- harged parti les, independently
of their number, all be ome on ned on the oppositely harged area if the
surfa e harge balan es the total harge arried by the parti les.
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áÎÏÔÁ Ñ. úÁÒÏÏÎÏ×ÁÎÏ ÎÅÔÒÁÄÉ ÊÎÉÊ ÄÈÄ ÄÌÑ ÄÏÓÌÄÖÅÎÎÑ ÚÁ ÄÏÏÍÏÇÏÀ ËÏÍ'ÀÔÅÒÎÏÇÏ ÅËÓÅÒÉÍÅÎÔÕ ÄÌÑ ÄÅÑËÏÇÏ ËÌÁÓÕ Ë×ÁÚ-Ä×Ï×ÉÍÒÎÉÈ ËÕÌÏÎ×ÓØËÉÈ ÓÉÓÔÅÍ. óÕÔØ ÄÈÏÄÕ ÏÌÑÇÁ¤ Õ ×ÉËÏÒÉÓÔÁÎÎ ÆÁËÔÕ, ÝÏ
ÚÁÒÑÄÏ×Å ÏÂÍÅÖÅÎÎÑ ÍÁ¤ ÓËÎÞÅÎÎ ÒÏÚÍÒÉ. ïÓÎÏ×ÎÉÍ ÎÁÓÌÄËÏÍ ÔÁËÏ§
ÓËÎÞÅÎÎÏÓÔ ¤ ÎÅÎÕÌØÏ×ÉÊ ÇÒÁÄ¤ÎÔ ÏÔÅÎ ÁÌÕ ×ÚÄÏ×Ö ÓËÎÞÅÎÎÏ ÚÁÒÑÄÖÅÎÏ§ ÄÌÑÎËÉ, ÑËÁ ÎÄÕËÕ¤ ÎÅÎÕÌØÏ×Õ ÔÁÎÇÅÎ ÁÌØÎÕ ËÏÍÏÎÅÎÔÕ ÅÌÅËÔÒÉÞÎÏÇÏ ÏÌÑ. ñË ÒÉËÌÁÄ ÒÏÚÇÌÑÄÁ¤ÔØÓÑ ÓÉÓÔÅÍÁ ÏÄÎÁËÏ×Ï ÚÁÒÑÄÖÅÎÉÈ
ÓÆÅÒÉÞÎÉÈ ÍÏÌÅËÕÌ ÏÂÍÅÖÅÎÉÈ ÌÏÓËÏÀ Ï×ÅÒÈÎÅÀ, ÑËÁ ÍÓÔÉÔØ ÒÏÔÉÌÅÖÎÏ ÚÁÒÑÄÖÅÎÕ Ë×ÁÄÒÁÔÎÕ ÄÌÑÎËÕ. îÁÍÉ ÏËÁÚÁÎÏ, ÝÏ ×Ó ÏÄÎÁËÏ×Ï ÚÁÒÑÄÖÅÎ ÞÁÓÔÉÎËÉ, ÎÅÚÁÌÅÖÎÏ ×Ä §È ËÌØËÏÓÔ, ÚÂÉÒÁÀÔØÓÑ ÎÁ ÒÏÔÉÌÅÖÎÏ
ÚÁÒÑÄÖÅÎÊ ÄÌÑÎ , ÑËÝÏ ÚÁÒÑÄ Ï×ÅÒÈÎ ×Ò×ÎÏ×ÁÖÕ¤ÔØÓÑ ÓÕÍÁÒÎÉÍ ÚÁÒÑÄÏÍ ÞÁÓÔÉÎÏË.
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1. Introdu tion

The properties of a monolayer of like- harged parti les, spread out on
a harged substrate plane, represent a hallenge in many di erent areas
of both basi and applied s ien e. Systems in whi h the distribution of
like- harged parti les on a surfa e play a entral role range from protein
and DNA solutions in biology to olloidal suspensions in industrial produ ts. Attention to this topi in reased re ently be ause of spe ulations
on the possibility of like- harge attra tion that has been raised by dire t
measurements [1{5℄ of the pair intera tion between identi al harged parti les (latex or sili a ma rospheres) on ned to a plane by harged glass
walls. If this o urs, su h an attra tion may be responsible for a variety
of otherwise unexplained anomalies that in lude observations of large
stable voids in olloidal uids and rystals [6℄, phase separation between
olloidal suspensions of di erent densities [7℄, and metastable olloidal
rystallites in dilute suspensions [8℄. A ommon feature in the examples
quoted is that the harged parti les are immersed in an ele trolyte solution and the Coulomb for es a ting between them are mediated by
a surrounding ele trolyte. As a result, all approa hes [9{11,13,12,14,15℄
that have been proposed so far to explain the intera tion between identi ally harged parti les exploit the ideas that pro esses arried out in a
on ned loud of ele trolyte ions are responsible for this observed phenomenon.
Quite re ently, we have turned our attention [16℄ towards a di erent
lass of measurements, whi h are known as analog simulations, where
attra tion is observed between like- harged ma ros opi stainless steel
balls at the air/glass interfa e [18,17,19℄, i.e. with no ele trolyte involved.
In the parti ular experiment of Tata et al. [17℄, several hundred or thousand steel balls are pla ed on a polymer surfa e. Through shaking, the
steel balls are harged. A harge balan e is obtained via the supporting
surfa e. With this setup, stable stru tures form above the re tangular
area, whi h, depending on the density of harged balls, vary from gaslike over liquid-like to 2D solids. In all these stru tures, the short-range
repulsion between the like harges is balan ed by long-range attra tion.
In the above mentioned study [16℄ we have analyzed Poisson's equation for a single harge next to an oppositely harged plane and have
shown that the extra ontribution to the long-range intera tion has its
origin in the niteness of the harged surfa e area. In parti ular, the uniformly harged planar surfa e, when nite, indu es a non-zero tangential
ele tri for e on the nearby ounter harge that points towards the enter
of the re tangular area. Thus, a single harge always tends to be pla ed
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at the enter of the oppositely harged area. When a pair of identi al
harges is lo ated on the surfa e, ea h one will ompete for the entral
position, simulating what we all an apparent attra tion between them
and nally o upying the positions symmetri al with respe t to the area
midplane.
In the present work, we have implemented this pair potential energy
to probe by means of mole ular dynami s (MD) simulations the behavior
of a system of a larger number of identi al harges. We show that the
Coulomb intera tions indeed lead to on nement of similarly harged
spheri al parti les on an oppositely harged surfa e area. It is onje tured that the origin of some apparently attra tive intera tions between
like- harged entities originates from the nite size of the harged plane
surfa e.
2. Models and Simulations

Setup of the simulation ell: The simulation ell mimi s a real sys-

tem that ontains a number N of identi ally harged parti les (assumed
to be similar to potassium ation for onvenien e) of harge +e , with
e the proton harge. These parti les an move above a horizontal surfa e Z = 0 and are lo ated with the positions Ri (i=1, : : : N) in the
re tangular oordinate system with the origin at the enter of the planar
surfa e Z = 0 . In the enter of this surfa e there is a quadrati region
S = f a  X  a; a  Y  a of area 4a2. This quadrati region arries a homogeneously distributed negative harge of a magnitude N e ,
orresponding to a surfa e harge density  = N e=4a2 . It is assumed
that the diele tri onstant is equal to 1 everywhere. In order to keep
the model as simple as possible, no assumptions are made on erning
the short-range intera tions between parti les and surfa e. Although the
harged parti les are moving only in two dimensions hanging Xi and
Yi oordinates, the Coulomb intera tion a ting between them is fully
three-dimensional. The parti les are simply onstrained to move at a
xed height h above the harged surfa e, i.e. Zi = h .
Con gurational potential energy: In order to perform omputer
simulations of this system, one needs to al ulate the on gurational potential energy for N parti les and the orresponding for es on ea h parti le for an arbitrary on guration. In general, for the system of harged
parti les near a harged on nement the total potential energy due to
all the for es a ting on them to a good extent is found to be:
W

(fRig) = 1 (fRi g) + 2 (fRig) ;

(1)

3
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where 2 is the pair-wise additive intera tions between harged parti les
that onsist of a superposition of the dire t Coulomb repulsion and the
short-range Lennard-Jones (LJ) intera tion:
N X  q2
X
+
2 (fRig) =
i=1 j i jRi Rjj
12 
6 # 3
N X " 
X

LJ
LJ
5 : (2)
+ 4LJ
jR R j
jR R j
<

i

i=1 j i
<

j

i

j

In the simulations reported below, the Lennard-Jones parameters are
hosen to be LJ = 107:93  10 23 J (or 78 Kelvin), and LJ = 0:3 nm.
The ontribution 1 is a sum of one-body terms:
N
X
(3)
1 (fRi g) = sur (Ri ) ;
i=1

where sur , in general, must depend on all three artesian oordinates
and not only on the distan e from the surfa e [13℄.
Ele tri potential due to the harged at area: To obtain the
ele tri potential sur we explore the solution of Poisson's equation for
a point harge next to the nite harged area S on a horizontal plane
Z = 0 . For a uniform harge density  , over the region S , the general
result for the ele tri potential sur be omes:
Z
sur
p 2 ds 2 ;
(4)
 (Ri ) =
s +h
SfR g
i

where s2 = X 2 + Y 2 is the horizontal oordinate parallel to the surfa e
S and ds is an element of the surfa e area. Redu tion of the problem
to point harges should be onsidered as a simpli ation but not as a
limitation. Equation (4) an be extended for the harged Lennard-Jones
parti les by making the reasonable approximation that their harge is
embedded at the enter of the Lennard-Jones sphere. If ne essary, the
height at whi h ions move above the harged surfa e an be related with
their diameter, e.g., h = LJ =2 et .
Qualitatively, result (4) is quite evident and is expe ted. However,
sin e the harged surfa e has the shape of a nite square, the limits in
the surfa e integral are: SfRig  f a+Xi  X  a+Xi ; a+Yi  Y 
a + Yi g. The latter indi ates that the surfa e-indu ed potential, sur , at
the harged parti le on position Ri depends not only on the verti al
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distan e h = Zi from the surfa e but also on the horizontal position
(Xi ; Yi ) of the harged parti le on the surfa e. The surfa e integral (4)
an be easily evaluated numeri ally and it has been shown [16℄ that the
ele tri potential sur (Ri) has a paraboli shape with the equilibrium
potential value at the enter of the harged area, i.e., Xi = Yi = 0 . For
the simple geometries of the harged area S , the surfa e integral (4) an
be evaluated analyti ally, whi h is onvenient for pra ti al appli ations
su h as omputer simulations. Parti ularly, for the present ase of a
harged square area, sur (Ri ) an be presented in a form of equation:
Z Z
dX dY
sur
p
=
 (Xi ; Yi ; h) = q
2
(Xi X ) + (Yi Y )2 + h2
= q [ I1 (Xi ; Yi ) I2 (Xi ; Yi ) I3 (Xi ; Yi ) + I4 (Xi ; Yi ) ℄ ;(5)
a

a

with
(

a

a

i
h
p
) = Cn ln Bn + Cn2 + A2n Cn +
h
i
p
+ Bn ln Cn + Cn2 + A2n +
"
p 2 2 1 Bn2 A2n
+ An Bn sin
p 2 12
An
Cn + An + Bn

In Xi ; Yi

Bn

#

(6)

;

An

where n = 1; : : : ; 4 and A21 = A22 = Yi2 + h2 ; A23 = A24 = Yi2+ + h2 ;
B1 = B2 = Yi ; B3 = B4 = Yi + ; C1 = C3 = Xi ; C2 = C4 =
Xi + . Here we introdu ed the notations Yi  = a  Yi and Xi  =
a  Xi . Eqn. (5) and (6) expli itly express the dependen e of the onebody term, sur (Ri ) , on all three artesian oordinates.
The for e due to the harged at area of nite size: From the
results in the previous subse tion as well as from the analysis performed
in Ref. [16℄ it follows that the tangential omponent of the surfa eindu ed ele tri eld, rR sur , will no longer be zero when onsidered
next to a harged surfa e, ex ept for a region exa tly above the enter of
the harged area. Hen e, the nite and uniformly harged planar surfa e
indu es the for e f sur = qrR sur a ting on harge qi in all three dire tions (not just only the onstant normal for e, f1sur = 2q , as in the
ase of an in nite plane). This surfa e-indu ed for e an be evaluated
by di erentiation of the surfa e integral in expression (4). The lateral
for e a ting on harged parti le at Ri an be obtained by al ulating
the hange in the total ele trostati energy of the system under small
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

i

i

;
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virtual displa ements. The result is as follows:

 d
d
1 f sur (X ; Y ; h) =
+ iy dY sur (Xi ; Yi ; h) =
ix
i i
q
dXi
i
q
2 0
1
2
Yi + Xi + Yi2 + h2
A
q
= ix 4ln 
Yi + + Xi2 + Yi2+ + h2
q
0
13
Yi + Xi2+ + Yi2 + h2
A5
q
ln 
Yi + + Xi2+ + Yi2+ + h2
q
2 0
1
Xi + Xi2 + Yi2 + h2
A
q
iy 4ln 
Xi + + Xi2+ + Yi2 + h2
q
13
0
Xi + Xi2 + Yi2+ + h2
A5:
q
(7)
ln 
Xi + + Xi2+ + Yi2+ + h2
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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to keep the temperature onstant. The temperature in all runs reported
here was 720 K; other temperatures in the range 100 to 1500 K were
also studied but are not reported here. Unmodi ed 'naked' Coulomb
intera tions were used throughout. Sin e after equilibration the parti les
do not noti e the periodi boundaries due to their on nement to the
harged area, the system an e e tively be regarded as in nite.

;

;

;

;

;
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The surfa e-indu ed for e, f sur , always is dire ted towards the enter
of the harged area on the planar surfa e. The magnitude of this for e
varies depending on the horizontal position. The attra tion to the enter
is stronger if the parti le is pla ed far from the enter; the attra tion
vanishes ontinuously when the harged parti le approa hes the position
at the enter of the surfa e.
Mole ular dynami s simulations: We have performed MD simulations with the simulation box that is periodi with length L = 300 nm
in the x and y dimensions in order not to 'lose' parti les in the ourse
of the simulation. The size of a side length of the harged square area
at the enter of the ell was xed at 2a = 25 nm. Several values of
the number of harged parti les N = 50, 486, 972, 1458 and 1944 have
been used that orrespond to area pa king fra tion,  = N 2 =4a2 in
the range 0.05 to 0.28.
The simulations where started from initial on gurations, where the
identi al harged parti les were randomly pla ed at h = 0:3 nm above
the entire ell base area. During an equilibration period the parti les
ondense due to the long-range surfa e-indu ed attra tive intera tions
and be ome on ned above the harged area S . The velo ity Verlet
algorithm with a timestep of 2.5 ps was employed. Simulations lasted
200000 steps or 500 ps, after an equilibration period of the same length
during whi h on nement of parti les on the harged surfa e took pla e.
A Berendsen [21℄ thermostat with a time onstant of 40 ps was used

3. Results and Dis ussion

Figure 1 shows the initial on guration (top) and a on guration after
500 ps (bottom) for a simulation run with a small number of parti les,
N = 50. The harged area is shown as the dark grey square in the enter.
Starting from the random initial on guration, all 50 identi ally harged
parti les be ome on ned after a 500 ps equilibration phase in whi h
ex ess kineti energy is ontinuously removed, over oming the strong
Coulomb repulsion between them. This behavior learly demonstrates
the on ning e e t of the homogeneously harged planar area of nite
size. The spa ing between the parti les is rather large, ompared to their
real size. Note, that the radii of the parti les are exaggerated by a fa tor
of 10 in Fig. 1.
The on nement of the parti les on the quadrati harged area is
already apparent from the snapshots in Fig. 1. A quantitative hara teristi of su h on nement is presented in Fig. 2 where the parti le lo al
density distribution along the x axis, (x) , is displayed. This has been
al ulated by averaging
R the number of parti les over the y oordinate
a ording to (x) = 11 dy~(x; y) , with ~(x; y) the total density distribution above the harged area. In the enter of the harged area, the
parti le density is onstant (set to 1 in the gure). Close to the boundary
of the harged square, density os illations appear, whi h are reminis ent
of those appearing in a simple liquid in onta t with a solid. With inreasing number of parti les, both the amplitude and the period of the
density os illations de rease. Due to the symmetry between x and y axes
in the system, the densities (y) are identi al and therefore not shown
here. The os illations of density that we see in Fig. 2 are very similar to
the those observed in [20℄.
From the lo al density distribution of the parti les over the harged
area one observes a homogeneous density region in the entral part of the
area. Radial distribution fun tions (RDFs) an be omputed for the parti les from the enter of this homogeneous region only. Figure 3 shows the
like- harged parti le RDFs in two dimensions for four di erent number
of parti les as indi ated. The parti le RDFs were al ulated only around
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those parti les whi h were lo ated in a entral ir ular area of radius 3
nm, i.e. around ten parti le LJ diameters . Around any of these partiles, several shells of other parti les are visible. With in reasing number
of parti les in the system, the number of dis ernible shell in reases and
the distan e between onse utive shells de reases, i. e., the arrangement
be omes, ne essarily, more ompa t. In all ases, however, the rst maximum of the RDF is well beyond the distan e r=LJ = 1 that orresponds
to lose pa king of the harged LJ spheres. This indi ates that the dire t
repulsive Coulomb for es dominate at short distan es, whereas at long
distan es the surfa e-indu ed for es derived from sur ontribute.
4. Con luding remarks

The main result of the present study is that on nement of like- harged
parti les on an oppositely harged surfa e happens as a onsequen e of
the niteness of the distribution of the surfa e harge. The nite nature
of the harged area on the surfa e leads to a non-zero ele tri potential
gradient along the on ning plane. The equilibrium position for a single
harge is above the enter of the harged area. If more than one harge
is present near the surfa e, these harges ompete for this equilibrium
position and at the same time, repel ea h other due to Coulomb intera tions between them, e e tively leading, as the simulations have shown, to
a rather stable equilibrium between parti le-parti le Coulomb repulsion
and surfa e-indu ed Coulomb attra tion due to the surfa e niteness.
For the parti le densities studied here, the short-range Lennard-Jones
intera tions between parti les are not important.
If the on ning surfa e has a simple geometry, as in the ase onsidered, analyti solution for the for es a ting on parti les due to the
harged surfa e area an be obtained, and simulations are straightforward. The fa t that the intera ting system has a nite dimension,
makes the simulations even more simple, sin e the treatment of longrange Coulomb for es via latti e summation methods, su h as the Ewald
method, is not ne essary.
As an example, the system of like- harged spheri al parti les on ned
by the planar surfa e has been studied. For reasons of onvenien e, we
have approximated the parti les as being similar in size to potassium
ions, assuming the most simple harge distribution, a point harge in
the enter of ions. The important parameter is the ratio of the parti le
hard- ore diameter to the side length of the harged area on the planar
surfa e, whi h was hosen to be roughly 1:100. The number of parti les
explored in the MD simulations was varied from 50 to almost 2000. We
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have observed on nement of ions in all ases studied. The density of
ions is more or less homogeneous in the enter of the harged area; near
the edges of this area, density os illations o ur, whi h are similar in
nature to those near liquid/solid interfa es.
In summary, we have studied a system of very simple geometry that
shows the e e t of on nement of like- harged spe ies on a surfa e. We
have made the most simplifying assumptions on erning short-range intera tions and harge distribution in the parti les. Spe i ally, it should
be noted that no polarizability e e ts are in luded. Other geometries,
shapes, and parameters should be studied in order to be able to generalize the on lusions. These e orts are urrently undertaken in our
laboratories.
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Figure 1. Snapshots of the initial on guration (top) and an equilibrated
on guration after 500 ps (bottom) of a simulation run with N = 50
identi al harged parti les. For better visibility, the parti les are displayed with a radius r = 10LJ .
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Figure 2. Parti le lo al density, (x) , for simulations with di erent number, N , of parti les as indi ated. The x axis is given in units of LJ .
Curves are shifted by one unit for better visibility.
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Figure 3. Radial distribution fun tion, g(r) , for simulations with di erent number, N , of parti les as indi ated. The r axis is given in units
of LJ and the verti al line at r=LJ = 1 indi ates the lose-pa king
distan e. Curves are shifted by one unit for better visibility. g(r) is alulated only around those parti les lo ated in the entral ir le of radius
3 nm of the area S .
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